PCK Classes
Rubric for BIP Unit Development

Each individual must include a copy of this rubric with the group unit to avoid the loss of credit (-20 pts).

**Group grade:**

\[\text{__/70} \] Context statement clearly indicates:

\[\text{__/5} \] Course information for BIP class (course name/#, location, time, days, teachers etc.)

\[\text{__/10} \] Role of Sport Education Curricular model in the unit

\[\text{__/20} \] Grading scheme identified (components, weights)

\[\text{__/5} \] Facilities available and estimated number of students in class (STAR system)

\[\text{__/10} \] Paragraph format, grammar, spelling, FORMAL WRITING

\[\text{__/20} \] Clear identification of who designed which lesson plans

\[\text{__/65} \] Unit outline includes:

\[\text{__/20} \] Terminal unit objectives (C, A, P, H-R fitness; each should have B, C, C)

\[\text{__/20} \] Block plan of unit showing scope & sequence (days, skill/tactic for each day)

\[\text{__/25} \] List of skill cues for each skill taught in this unit

\[\text{__/135} \] Subtotal for group grade

**Individual grade:**

\[\text{__/210} \] Lesson plans for each class include:

\[\text{__/5} \] Lesson focus and teacher(s) name

*If more than one teacher provides instruction each day, indicate who teaches what

\[\text{__/10} \] National standard(s) addressed

\[\text{__/10} \] Equipment necessary (number and type)

\[\text{__/15} \] Lesson objectives (C, A, P, H-R fitness; each should have B, C, C)

\[\text{__/15} \] Safety considerations

\[\text{__/10} \] Prerequisite skills and/or review of previously covered skills

\[\text{__/30} \] Task progression/content development of lesson

\[\text{__/10} \] Appropriate use of time planned

\[\text{__/10} \] Management arrangement for each activity

\[\text{__/25} \] Skill cues for each activity

\[\text{__/25} \] Goal orientation or evaluation practical and includes rubrics, task sheets, assessment measures when applicable

\[\text{__/10} \] Contingency plan for inclement weather/facility loss

\[\text{__/25} \] Quality of overall lesson plans as part of whole unit

Comments:  __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

\[\text{__/345} \] Total grade for BIP unit